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Anomaly of the current self-oscillation frequency in the sequential tunneling of a doped
GaAsÕAlAs superlattice
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An anomalous behavior of the current self-oscillation frequency is observed in the dynamic dc voltage
bands, emerging from each sawtoothlike branch of the current-voltage characteristic of a doped GaAs/AlAs
superlattice in the transition process from static to dynamic electric field domain formations. Varying the
applied dc voltage at a fixed temperature, we find that the frequency increases while the averaged current
decreases. Inside each voltage band, the frequency has a strong voltage dependence in the temperature range
where the averaged current changes with the applied dc voltage. This dependence can be understood in terms
of motion of the system along a limit cycle.
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Following the original suggestion of Esaki an
coworkers,1,2 there has been a great deal of experimen3

and theoretical4 work on resonant tunneling in double barri
quantum well structures and superlattices. Under the r
conditions, such structures have current-voltage charact
tics with regions of negative differential resistance~NDR!,
leading to a range of important possible applications. Ma
interesting phenomena related to the NDR have been fo
in superlattices~SLs!, ranging from a sawtoothlike branch o
the current-voltage characteristic on the sequential reson
tunneling plateau,5–10 current self-oscillations,11–13 and
chaos.14 Self-oscillation has been observed in both dop
and undoped SL systems.10–12The oscillation can be induce
by continuous illumination of a laser light13 or by a change
of doping.11 Recently, it has been shown that this se
oscillation can also be induced by applying an external m
netic field parallel to the SL layers or by varyin
temperature.15,16

Many theoretical approaches17 have been used to unde
stand the vertical transport properties of superlattices. I
known that the sawtoothlike branch of the current-volta
characteristic is related to the formation of stationa
electric-field domains while the current self-oscillation is
tributed to the motion of a domain boundary.17 Very re-
cently, a general analysis of the instabilities of the sequen
tunneling current in superlattices has been carried ou18

Based on the current-voltage characteristic of a single
rier, it shows that the presence of a NDR region can lead
the formation of both static and dynamic electric-field d
mains without assuming the origin of the NDR, whether it
due to any microscopic mechanism, such as off-resona
tunneling,19 or the Gunn effect.20 This theory predicts the
existence of dynamic dc voltage bands emerging from e
sawtoothlike branch of the current-voltage characteris
The predictions were beautifully confirmed in a rece
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experiment.21 According to the common wisdom, the fre
quency of the current self-oscillation under a dc volta
should have the same trend as the tunneling current. Nam
the frequency should be higher for a larger current. This
because of the general belief that the oscillation frequenc
connected with the transit time frequency.17 In this paper,
however, we shall report an anomaly in the GaAs/AlAs s
perlattices. At a fixed temperature, the frequency increa
with the applied voltage while the average current decrea
in a dynamic dc voltage band. We show that this anom
can be understood in terms of motion of the system alon
limit cycle.

The doped GaAs/AlAs SL studied in this work was grow
by molecular beam epitaxy. The SL consists of 40 periods
14 nm GaAs well and 4 nm AlAs barrier. The SL is san
wiched between twon1-GaAs layers. The central 10 nm o
each GaAs well was doped with Si (n5231017cm23). The
sample was fabricated into 0.230.2 nm2 mesas. The current
voltage, I (U) characteristic of the sample was measur
with a temperature range from 100 to 160 K by a HP415
semiconductor parameter analyzer. In this study, we will
cus on the second plateau corresponding to electron tun
ing from the ground state in one well to the first excited st
in the next in the low-field domain.17 The inset of Fig. 1 is
the sawtoothlike branch of the current-voltage characteri
for the whole second plateau at 140 K. The transition proc
from static to dynamic electric-field domain formation
caused by increasing sample temperature is shown in Fi
in the range of 2.68–2.94 V on the second plateau. F
sawtoothlike branches are observed. AtT5140 K, all
branches correspond to static electric-field domain form
tion. At T5145 K, a dynamic dc voltage band~indicated by
open symbols in Fig. 1! appears in each of the sawtoothlik
current branches. Within the dynamic dc voltage bands,
current experiences an oscillation in time, self-oscillation.
7261 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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7262 PRB 61BRIEF REPORTS
other words, dynamic electric-field domain formation is o
served. These dynamic dc voltage bands expand toward
higher-voltage side within each sawtoothlike current bran
and squeeze out the static regions~indicated solid symbols in
Fig. 1! in which static electric-field domains are forme
Above 149 K, all dynamic dc voltage bands join up togeth
to turn the whole plateau into dynamic electric-field doma
formation. The averaged current decreases with the dc bia
a given dynamic dc voltage band in the temperature ra
from 145 to 147 K. This indicates that the system is in t
NDR region. At 149 K, each dynamic dc voltage band co
sists of two different parts within which the averaged curr
decreases with bias in one part while the current increa
slightly with bias in the other. The current becomes more a
more flat when the temperature increases further~as shown
in Fig. 1 for 156 K!.

Figure 2 is the voltage dependence of the current s
oscillation frequency for these dynamic dc voltage band
and B as indicated in Fig. 1. It shows~1! the frequency
increase with applied voltage before the dynamic dc volt
bands join up together~145, 146, 147 K! and ~2! that the
frequency does not have a voltage dependence at 15
when the average current is insensitive to the applied v
age. It is peculiar to notice that the frequency increases w
the dc bias although the averaged current decreases in
same bias region. A larger current means that the syste
more capable of transferring charges. In turn, it should t
less time for the system to move from one state into anot
Therefore, the behavior in Fig. 2 is against the common w
dom that the frequency should be lower for a smaller tunn
ing current.17

FIG. 1. I (U) curves measured at 140, 145, 146, 147, 149,
156 K showing the transition process from static to dynam
electric-filed domain formation on the second current plateau in
range of 2.7–2.94 V. Four sawtoothlike branches are obser
Open symbols indicate the dynamic region, current self-oscillat
while solid symbols indicate the static region. The inset isI (U) for
the whole second plateau at 140 K.I (U) is the averaged current in
the dynamic regions. Curves are offset for clarity. From botto
T5140 K ~square!, T5145 K ~up triangle!, T5146 K ~circle!, T
5147 K ~square!, T5149 K ~down triangle!, T5156 K ~diamond!.
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In order to understand the surprising voltage depende
of the oscillation frequency in Fig. 2, we follow the theory
Ref. 18. We consider a SL system consisting ofN quantum
wells. An external biasU is applied between the two en
wells. Current flows perpendicular to the SL layers. From
equations obtained from Ref. 18, equations forVi ’s, bias on
the i th barrier, are

1

k
V̇i 211I i 21~Vi 21!5

1

k
V̇i1I i~Vi !, ~1!

whereV̇i is the time derivative ofVi . I i(Vi) is the current
through thei th barrier at biasVi . k is a constant 4p l /(Ae)
wheree,A, and l are the permittivity, cross section, and p
riodicity of the SL, respectively.

In Ref. 18, we showed that temporal current se
oscillation is due to the generation of a limit cycle around
unstable steady-state solution~SSS! which is, in turn, caused
by the NDR. The arguments for the limit cycle are as fo
lows. Assume that the only SSS is an unstable fixed poin
the system. A small deviation from this point will produc
drastic consequences, the direction of all flow being o
wards from this point. However, because the potential diff
ence between two adjacent wells cannot exceed the app
bias, an unstable fixed point must be attractive in regions
away from the fixed point. Local repulsion and global attra
tion will force the system to travel along a closed curve, lim
cycle, around the unstable fixed point. In this simple ca

d
c
e
d.
,

,

FIG. 2. Voltage dependence of the current self-oscillation f
quency in the dynamic dc voltage bands of Fig. 1 in the range
2.75–2.9 V. There are two bands, indicated by A and B, resp
tively, in this range when the temperature is higher than 140
Above 150 K, two bands join together, and the oscillation f
quency is not very sensitive to the temperature in contrast to
case when the temperature is between 145 and 150 K.T5145 K
~solid square!, T5146 K ~open circle!, T5147 K ~solid up tri-
angle!, T5149 K ~open down triangle!, and T5156 K ~solid dia-
mond!.
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the system undergoes a periodic motion. The frequenc
the periodic motion is the inverse of the time for the syst
to complete a cycle.

Equation~1! indicates

J5
1

k
V̇i1I i~Vi !, ~2!

which should be the same for all barriers. The physi
meaning ofJ is the total current through the system with t
first term to be the displacement current and the second
to be the current caused by the motion of charge carri
Thus, the rate thatVi changes with time is

V̇i5k@J2I i~Vi !#. ~3!

The total current remains a constant along a limit cy
around an unstable fixed point. If the diameter of the lim
cycle around an unstable fixed point isD, then the frequency
of the current of self-oscillationv should be

v5k@J2I i~Vi !#/D. ~4!

If I i decreases with increase of the applied voltage, the
cillation frequency increases. Thus, this equation expla
well the following experimental features.~1! The anomalous
voltage dependence in Fig. 2 can now be understood as
lows. At 145, 146, and 147 K an increase in the biasI i
decreases because the system is in the NDR region as
onstrated in Fig. 1. Therefore,v increases according to Eq
~4!. At 149 K, I (U) has very complicated behavior; the vo
age dependence of the frequency is also complicated.~2! The
averaged current curve becomes more and more flat as
temperature increases. Equation~4! says that the frequenc
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should only weakly depend on the external bias in a dyna
dc voltage band. This is exactly what we observed in exp
ments at 156 K~Fig. 2!.

From the limit cycle generation as the origin of the cu
rent self-oscillation, we show that the frequency is prop
tional to the displacement current rather than the total cur
as the common wisdom expects. The anomaly of the cur
self-oscillation frequency in the sequential tunneling of s
perlattices can be attributed to the NDR effects in the follo
ing way that the decrease of the charge carrier current le
to the increase of the displacement current which, in tu
leads to the increase of voltage charge rate. Before we
this paper, we would like to point out that, although we
not know how to compute the size of a limit cycle, a lim
cycle is stable in the region of dynamic electric-field doma
formation according to chaos theory.22 Therefore, one ex-
pects that the diameter of a limit cycle,D, should weakly
depend on the external bias. In summary, we observed
the current self-oscillation increases with the external b
inside a dynamic dc voltage band while the averaged cur
decreases with the external bias in the same region. T
dependence is understood as the motion of the system a
a limit cycle around an unstable fixed point in the ND
region.
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